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Abstract
Charginos and neutralinos, predicted by supersymmetric theories, have been searched
for in e
+
e
 
collisions with an integrated luminosity of 10:0 pb
 1
at a centre-of-mass
energy of
p
s =161 GeV with the OPAL detector at LEP. Two candidate events are
selected; consistent with the total background estimate of 0:7 0:2 events. The 95% C.L.
lower limit on the lightest chargino mass in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
is 78.5 GeV if the universal scalar mass m
0
is greater than 1 TeV, and 62.0 GeV for the
smallestm
0
compatible with slepton and sneutrino mass limits obtained at centre-of-mass
energies near the Z peak. These limits were obtained under the conditions that the lightest
chargino is heavier than the lightest neutralino by more than 10 GeV and tan = 1:5.
The new exclusion limits signicantly improve on the results obtained at
p
s =130 and
136 GeV.
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1 Introduction
In summer 1996 the LEP e
+
e
 
collider at CERN was run for the rst time at a centre-of-
mass energy (
p
s) of 161 GeV. This provided an opportunity to search for new particles in
this new energy region. In this publication we report on a direct search for charginos and
neutralinos predicted in supersymmetric (SUSY) theories [1] using the data collected with the
OPAL detector at
p
s =161 GeV. We obtain improved exclusion limits compared to the previous
results from the analysis of data near the Z peak (LEP1) and at
p
s = 130 136 GeV (LEP1.5)
at LEP by the OPAL [2] and other LEP collaborations [3]. Similar but more model-dependent
limits were also obtained by the CDF and D0 collaborations at the Tevatron [4].
Charginos ~

j
are the mass eigenstates formed by the mixing of the elds of the fermionic
partners of the charged gauge bosons (winos) and those of the charged Higgs bosons (charged
higgsinos). Fermionic partners of the , the Z boson, and the neutral Higgs bosons mix to
form the mass eigenstates called neutralinos ~
0
i
. In each case, the index j or i is ordered by
increasing mass. Throughout this paper, the lightest neutralino, ~
0
1
, is assumed to be the
lightest supersymmetric particle and is therefore stable and invisible if R-parity is conserved.
We used the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [5] to guide the analysis but
more general cases are also studied.
If charginos are light enough, they can be pair-produced in e
+
e
 
collisions through  or Z
exchange in the s-channel and through sneutrino (~) exchange in the t-channel. The production
cross-section is large unless the sneutrino is light, in which case the cross-section is reduced since
destructive interference may occur between the s-channel Z or  and t-channel ~ exchange
diagrams [6, 7].
The details of chargino decay depend on the parameters of the mixing and the masses of the
scalar partners of the ordinary fermions. The lightest chargino ~

1
can decay via ~
+
1
! ~
0
1
`
+
,
or via ~
+
1
! ~
0
1
qq
0
, through virtual W, slepton (
~
`), or scalar quark (~q) emission. In most of the
MSSM parameter space ~
+
1
decay via virtual W emission is dominant. The MSSM predicted
cross-sections for ~
+
1
~
 
1
events are typically several pb.
Due to the energy and momentum carried away by the invisible ~
0
1
and/or neutrinos, the
experimental signature for ~
+
1
~
 
1
events is large missing momentum and acoplanar pairs of
particles and/or jets.
Neutralino pairs (~
0
i
~
0
j
) can be produced through an s-channel virtual Z or , or by t-channel
selectron (~e) exchange. The second lightest neutralino, ~
0
2
, produced in conjunction with a ~
0
1
may give the rst direct signal for neutralinos at LEP
1
. The ~
0
2
would decay into the nal states
~
0
1
, ~
0
1
`
+
`
 
or ~
0
1
qq via a Z

, a neutral SUSY Higgs boson (h
0
or A
0
), a scalar neutrino, a
scalar lepton, or a scalar quark. This leads to an experimental signature consisting either of
an acoplanar pair of particles or jets, or a monojet where the two jets in the nal state have
merged. In some regions of SUSY parameter space the decay process ~
0
2
! ~
0
1
 is possible.
However, this nal state is not considered in the present publication. The MSSM predicted
cross-sections for ~
0
2
~
0
1
events is typically a fraction of a pb but can vary signicantly depending
on the choice of MSSM parameters. The ~
0
3
is generally assumed to decay into ~
0
1;2
Z

. We also
consider ~
0
3
decays into ~
0
1;2
h
0
and ~
0
1;2
A
0
and decays where ~
0
3
! ~
0
2
 with ~
0
2
! ~
0
1
Z

. These
~
0
3
decays would result in ~
0
1
~
0
3
events with experimental signatures similar to ~
0
1
~
0
2
.
1
Possible initial state radiative events, e
+
e
 
! ~
0
1
~
0
1
, suer from backgrounds due to e
+
e
 
! .
4
2 The OPAL Detector and Event Simulation
The OPAL detector is described in detail in [8]; it is a multipurpose apparatus having nearly
complete solid angle coverage. The central detector consists of a silicon microvertex detector
and a system of tracking chambers inside a 0.435 T magnetic eld. A lead-glass electromagnetic
(EM) calorimeter together with presamplers and time-of-ight scintillators is located outside
the magnet coil and at the front of both endcaps. The magnet return yoke is instrumented
for hadron calorimetry (HCAL) and is surrounded by external muon chambers. The forward
detectors (FD) and silicon tungsten calorimeters (SW) located on both sides of the interaction
point measure the luminosity and complete the geometrical acceptance down to 24 mrad in
polar angle
2
.
The Monte Carlo generator SUSYGEN [9] was used to simulate chargino and neutralino
pair events. We also used a Monte Carlo generator based on the calculation of the dierential
cross-sections by Bartl et al. [6] for chargino pair production. In both generators initial state
radiation was included and the JETSET 7.4 package [10] was used for the hadronisation of the
quark-antiquark system in the chargino or neutralino hadronic decays.
The most important parameters determining the chargino detection eciency are the mass
of the chargino, m
~
+
1
, and the mass dierence between the chargino and the lightest neutralino,
M
+
 m
~
+
1
 m
~
0
1
. For the neutralino detection eciency, m
~
0
2
and M
0
 m
~
0
2
 m
~
0
1
are the
main parameters that determine the eciency. We generated ~
+
1
~
 
1
events at 48 points in the
(m
~
+
1
,M
+
) plane, for m
~
+
1
between 50 GeV and 80 GeV and M
+
between 3 GeV and m
~
+
1
.
At each point 1000 events for the decay ~
+
1
! ~
0
1
W
+
were generated. For the ~
0
2
~
0
1
process,
events were generated at 62 points in the (m
~
0
1
,m
~
0
2
) plane, for (m
~
0
1
+ m
~
0
2
) between 90 GeV
and 160 GeV and m
~
0
1
between 10 GeV and (m
~
0
2
  2:5 GeV). At each point, 2000 events for
the decay ~
0
2
! ~
0
1
Z

with Z

! `
+
`
 
or qq were generated.
The sources of background to the chargino and neutralino signals include two-photon, lepton
pair, multihadronic and four-fermion processes. Two-photon processes are the most important
background for the case of small M
+
, since signal events have small visible energy and small
transverse momentum relative to the beam direction. We used the Monte Carlo generators
PYTHIA [10], PHOJET [11] and HERWIG [12] for simulating hadronic events from two-photon
processes. Four lepton events (e
+
e
 
e
+
e
 
, e
+
e
 

+

 
and e
+
e
 

+

 
) were produced by using
the Vermaseren program [13]. Four-fermion processes in which at least one of the fermions
is a neutrino constitute a serious background. The dominant contributions are W
+
W
 
or
Z

events that have topologies very similar to that of the signal. The EXCALIBUR [14]
generator, which takes into account all interfering four-fermion diagrams was used to simulate
these backgrounds. Events generated using EXCALIBUR do not include e
+
e
 
! We and
e
+
e
 
! (Z

=

)e
+
e
 
events in which one of the electrons scatters at a very small angle. These
events were generated using PYTHIA. Lepton pairs were generated using the KORALZ [15]
generator for 
+

 
() and 
+

 
() events and the BHWIDE program [16] for e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
()
events. Multihadronic, qq(), events were simulated using PYTHIA.
Generated signal and background events were processed through the full simulation of the
OPAL detector [17] and the same event analysis chain was applied to the simulated events as
2
A right-handed coordinate system is adopted, where the x-axis points to the centre of the LEP ring, and
positive z is along the electron beam direction. The angles  and  are the polar and azimuthal angles,
respectively.
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to the data.
3 Analysis
The analysis was performed on data collected during the 1996 summer run of LEP at a centre-
of-mass energy of
p
s =161 GeV. Data were used from runs in which all the subdetectors
relevant to this analysis were fully operational, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
10:0 pb
 1
.
To select good charged tracks and clusters in the calorimeters, quality requirements simi-
lar to those in Ref. [2] were applied
3
. Calculations of experimental variables were performed
using the four-momenta of tracks and of EM or HCAL clusters not associated with charged
tracks
4
. Calorimeter clusters associated with charged tracks were also included after the ex-
pected calorimeter energy for the associated charged track momenta was subtracted from the
cluster energy to reduce double counting. If the energy of a cluster was smaller than the
expected energy for the associated tracks, the cluster energy was not used.
Jets were formed using the Durham algorithm [18] with a jet resolution parameter of y
cut
=
0:005, unless otherwise specied.
The event sample was divided into three categories, motivated by the topologies expected
to result from chargino and neutralino events, and the analysis was optimised for each of them:
(A) N
ch
> 4 and no isolated lepton, where N
ch
is the number of charged tracks,
(B) N
ch
> 4 and at least one isolated lepton, and
(C) N
ch
 4.
Isolated leptons were identied in the following way. Electrons were selected if they satised
either of the two identication methods described in [19, 20] and muons were identied using
three methods [21, 22, 23]. The momentum of the electron or muon candidate was required to
be larger than 2 GeV. A reconstructed jet was identied as a tau decay if there were only one
or three charged tracks in the jet, the momentum sum of the charged tracks was larger than
1.5 GeV, the invariant mass of the charged particles in the jet was smaller than 1.5 GeV and
the invariant mass of the jet was smaller than the mass of the tau. The lepton was dened
to be isolated if the energy within a cone of half angle 25

around the electron, muon or tau
candidate was less than 2 GeV.
As a preselection, events were required to have two or more tracks, a total transverse
momentum with respect to the beam direction (P
t
) exceeding 1 GeV and no energy in each
side of the forward detectors above a given threshold (5 GeV for SW and 2 GeV for FD).
3
In the polar angle region of 0:725 < j cos j < 0:765 with azimuthal ranges of 0

<  < 4:5

, 265:5

<  <
274:5

or 175:5

<  < 180

, a signicant amount of material is localised in front of the barrel EM calorimeter.
If a high-energy photon hits this region, a large amount of its energy is lost and the missing momentum of the
event can become large. Events were rejected if a cluster with observed raw energy above 1 GeV was found in
this region. The total solid angle of the areas dened above is about 0.2% of 4.
4
The masses of all charged particles were set to the charged pion mass and the invariant masses of the
calorimeter energy clusters were assumed to be zero.
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3.1 Category A: Hadronic decays without isolated leptons
If both ~
+
1
and ~
 
1
decay hadronically in ~
+
1
~
 
1
events or the ~
0
2;3
decays hadronically in ~
0
1
~
0
2;3
events then the events tend to fall into category (A). The fraction of ~
+
1
~
 
1
events falling into
category (A) is about 45% for most of the (m
~

1
;m
~
0
1
) region. The fraction drops to about
15% if the dierence between m
~

1
and m
~
0
1
is 5 GeV or less, since the average charged track
multiplicity of the events is smaller. For ~
0
1
~
0
2;3
events the fraction is essentially determined by
the decay of the virtual Z boson. For mass dierences exceeding 80 GeV between ~
0
2;3
and ~
0
1
the fraction is typically 80%. This drops to about 40% for a mass dierence of 60 GeV, and
for a mass dierence between ~
0
2;3
and ~
0
1
of 5 GeV or less the fraction is approximately 7%.
The major backgrounds in category (A) are from four-fermion (including W
+
W
 
and We),
two-photon and qq() events. The distribution of the visible mass of the events, M
vis
, is shown
in Fig. 1(a) for the events satisfying the preselection requirements. In this distribution, the low
mass region is dominated by two-photon processes, while the two high mass peaks are due to
annihilation decays and radiative returns to the Z. The various simulated background processes
provide a good description of the data. The counts of preselected events for the backgrounds
and a typical chargino and neutralino signal are shown in Table 1.
To select well measured and well contained events, more than 85% of the total visible energy
was required to be in the central regoin (j cos j < 0:9) and we required that not be any tracks
(clusters) with momentum (energy) larger than the beam energy.
Two-photon background events were rejected by cuts on the event transverse momentum, P
t
,
and on the acoplanarity angle. The qq() and `
+
`
 
() background events were also reduced by
these cuts as well as a requirement on the longitudinal momentum(P
z
) of the events to eliminate
radiative Z decays in which the  is emitted along the beam direction (jP
z
j < 25 GeV). The
majority of the two-photon processes were eliminated by demanding that the P
t
exceeds 5 GeV.
The remaining two-photon events as well as fully contained multihadronic nal states were
rejected by demanding that the acoplanarity angle
5

acop
exceeds 20

. The counts of events
remaining after the category (A) two-photon and qq() cuts are shown in the third row of
Table 1.
The four-fermion background from W
+
W
 
and We events was reduced using cuts on the
reconstructed mass and jet energies. Some of the W
+
W
 
! qq` events were classied in
category (A) due to the reconstructed lepton not passing the isolation requirements of cate-
gory (B). The lepton in these events was identied using an algorithm optimised to have high
eciency for highly energetic leptons near the jet. The algorithm identied the lepton by re-
quiring that there be signicant momentum (> 5 GeV), visible mass less than 2.5 GeV and
less than 7.5 GeV deposited in either the EM calorimeter or HCAL (for 

and 

candidates)
within a cone of half angle 5

(7:5

) if the cone contained 1(3) track(s). Then, loose isolation
requirements based on the fraction of energy and number of tracks between this cone and a
cone of half angle 25

about the same direction were applied to ensure correctness of the lepton
identication cuts. Events containing such a lepton where the mass of the system recoiling
against it was consistent with the W mass (55 to 110 GeV) were rejected. The fact that W
and Z decays give rise to energetic jets was used to reject events with either multihadronic nal
5
For category (A), 
acop
is dened as 180

  the angle, projected into the plane perpendicular to the beam
direction, between the directions of the two momentum vectors of the hemispheres obtained by dividing the
event by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. If there are no reconstructed clusters or tracks in one of the
hemispheres, the event is considered to be a monojet and 
acop
is set to 180

.
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states, where some of the particles escaped detection along the beam direction, or We nal
states, where the electron travelled close to the beam direction. The second most energetic jet
in the event was required to have an energy of less than 25 GeV for events containing three or
more jets, and less than 30 GeV for events containing two jets. This requirement was needed to
retain high eciency in the case of neutralino pair production, where two high energy jets were
produced. Most of the remaining We events were eliminated by requiring that the observed
visible mass of the event does not lie between 60 and 80 GeV for events with three or fewer jets.
Remaining events from W decays were due to nal states containing multiple jets that were
not eliminated by the cut on the energy of the second most energetic jet. Their contribution
is reduced by demanding that the most energetic jet in the event has an energy smaller than
30 GeV, if the transition from two to three jet topology occurred at a y
cut
value greater than
0.02. The counts of events remaining after the category (A) four-fermion cuts are shown in the
fourth row of Table 1.
One event survived the above cuts and is shown in Fig. 2. The event has a charged multi-
plicity of 16, 4 jets, a visible energy of 55 GeV and missing transverse momentum of 39 GeV.
The recoil mass of the event, 99 GeV, is within 1  of the Z boson mass. This event may be due
to ZZ

! qq or Z

! qq. The acoplanarity angle distribution after all the other cuts are
applied is shown in Fig. 1(b) for data including the surviving event and simulated background
events. A typical chargino signal is also plotted in the gure. For events falling into category
(A) the detection eciency for ~
+
1
~
 
1
events is typically 40{60% for M
+
between 10 GeV and
m
~
+
1
=2 and for ~
0
2
~
0
1
events it is typically 20{45% for M
0
between 20 GeV and 70 GeV. The
total number of background events expected in category (A) is 0.36.
cut data net bkg. qq() `
+
`
 
() `' 4-f ~
+
1
~
 
1
(%) ~
0
2
~
0
1
(%)
Category (A) { { { { { { 33.3 74.5
Preselection 3232 3079 989.8 35.92 2012 40.55 31.9 72.4
`' + qq() 5 5.53 1.84 0.02 0.18 3.49 21.4 45.3
4-fermion 1 0.36 0.05 0.00 0.18 0.13 18.9 34.9
Table 1: The remaining numbers of events in category (A) after each cut for various back-
ground processes normalised to 10:0 pb
 1
and for data. For two typical signals,
the fraction of events identied in category (A) after each cut relative to the total
number of events for all categories combined is given. The chargino signal corre-
sponds to m
~
+
1
= 75 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 55 GeV. The neutralino signal corresponds to
m
~
0
2
= 100 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 50 GeV.
3.2 Category B: Hadronic decays with isolated leptons
In ~
+
1
~
 
1
events in which one of the ~

1
decays leptonically, the events tend to fall into category
(B). The fraction of ~
+
1
~
 
1
events falling into category (B) is approximately 45% including the
region where the dierence between m
~

1
and m
~
0
1
is 5 GeV or less. Since the virtual Z in the
~
0
2
decay results in an event with either a pair of leptons or a multihadronic nal state, the
fraction of ~
0
2
~
0
1
events in this category is negligible. The counts of preselected events for the
backgrounds and two typical chargino signals are shown in Table 2.
The most signicant backgrounds for this category are W
+
W
 
events and two-photon
events. The P
t
distribution, which was used to reject the two-photon background, is shown
8
in Fig. 1(c) for the events in category (B) after the preselection. Background events from
two-photon processes are concentrated in the low P
t
region.
As in category (A) several cuts were applied to ensure the events were well measured. The
visible energy in the region of j cos j > 0:9 was required to be less than 20% of the total
visible energy. The polar angle of the missing momentum direction 
miss
was required to satisfy
j cos 
miss
j < 0:95. These cuts rejected many of the e
+
e
 
! Z and two-photon events.
To reduce two-photon events further, the event P
t
was required to be greater than 5 GeV.
The two-photon background was also reduced by dividing the event, including the lepton,
into two jets using the Durham jet algorithm and then requiring that the acoplanarity angle
between the two reconstructed jets be greater than 20

. To reduce background from two-photon
processes, a harder cut on the acoplanarity angle was applied if at least one of the polar angles
of the jet, 
jet
, satised j cos 
jet
j > 0:65 and if P
t
was smaller than 8 GeV. In this case, the
acoplanarity angle was required to be between (240

  30

 P
t
) and 160

, where P
t
is in GeV.
The counts of events remaining after the category (B) two-photon cuts are shown in the third
row of Table 2.
To reduce the W
+
W
 
! qq` background, events with a high energy jet and a mass
consistent with a W when the lepton was removed were rejected. An event was rejected if its
highest lepton energy, E
max
`
, exceeded 30 GeV. The invariant mass of the event excluding the
highest energy lepton, M
rest
, was required to be smaller than (N
jet
=3)  40 GeV, where N
jet
is the number of reconstructed jets. Chargino-pair and W-pair events that fall into category
(B) naturally have three jets (including one isolated lepton jet). The N
jet
dependent cut was
needed since M
rest
increases with increasing N
jet
for both signal and W-pair background. The
M
rest
distribution is shown in Fig. 1(d) for data, the simulated background and a typical signal
sample. The W boson peak can be seen in the background simulation. The visible energy of
the event, E
vis
, was required to be smaller than (0:2  N
jet
=3 + 0:3) 
p
s. The dependence
on N
jet
was needed for the same reason as for the M
rest
requirement. The counts of events
remaining after the category (B) four-fermion cuts are shown in the fourth row of Table 2. For
events falling into category (B) the detection eciency for ~
+
1
~
 
1
events is 40{65% for M
+
between 10 GeV and m
~
+
1
{20 GeV. For larger M
+
the eciency drops to 30{35% due to the
cuts against the W bosons. At M
+
= 5 GeV, the eciency is 15{20%. No events passing the
category (B) requirements were observed. The number of background events expected in this
category is 0.14 events.
3.3 Category C: Low multiplicity decays
Purely leptonic events or hadronic events with small M
+
or M
0
tend to fall into category (C).
The fraction of ~
+
1
~
 
1
events falling into category (C) is about 10% for most of the (m
~

1
;m
~
0
1
)
region. However, if M
+
is 5 GeV or less, the fraction increases to 40%. For ~
0
1
~
0
2;3
events the
fraction is typically 13% but increases to approximately 80% when the mass dierence between
~
0
2;3
and ~
0
1
is 5 GeV or less.
Events were split into two jets using the Durham jet algorithm and cuts were applied either
to the jets or to the whole event. The component of P
t
perpendicular to the event thrust axis,
a
t
, normalized to the beam energy (E
beam
) is shown in Fig. 1(e) for category (C) events after
the preselection cuts. As described below, this quantity is used to reduce the background from
back-to-back lepton pairs, which tend to have small a
t
even when P
t
is large. The counts of
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cut data net bkg. qq() `
+
`
 
() `' 4-f ~
+
1
~
 
1
(%) ~
+
1
~
 
1
(%)
Category (B) { { { { { { 67.3 45.1
Preselection 4288 3909 18.0 27.7 3850 13.2 66.5 43.7
`' 5 3.16 0.08 0.16 0.04 2.89 37.0 30.9
4-fermion 0 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.09 37.0 30.0
Table 2: The remaining numbers of events in category (B) after each cut for various back-
ground processes normalised to 10:0 pb
 1
and for data. For two typical signals,
the fraction of events identied in category (B) after each cut relative to the to-
tal number of events for all categories combined is given. The rst chargino signal
corresponds to m
~
+
1
= 80 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 70 GeV. The second chargino signal
corresponds to m
~
+
1
= 80 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 40 GeV. The disagreement between the
data and net background preselection counts is due to incomplete modelling of the
two-photon background at low P
t
.
preselected events for the backgrounds and a typical chargino and neutralino signal are shown
in Table 3. The disagreement between the count of preselected data and background events is
attributed to incomplete modelling of the two-photon background at low P
t
.
Two-photon events represent the most serious background in category (C). Two-photon
events were removed by requiring that the events have a signicant P
t
. For events with acopla-
narity angle between the two jets greater than 50

and the missing momentum direction well
within the acceptance, the P
t
was required to be greater than 4 GeV. For events with acopla-
narity angle less than 50

, a cut on low a
t
rejected back-to-back lepton pairs with signicant
P
t
(mainly tau pairs) thus allowing a looser P
t
cut to be applied. Thus, for events with acopla-
narity less than 50

, a
t
greater than 2 GeV and with a
t
being signicant with respect to the
longitudinal momentum (P
z
) of the event (i.e. jP
z
j=
q
a
2
t
+ P
2
z
< 0:95), the P
t
was required to
be greater than 2.8 GeV. The e
+
e
 

+

 
background was reduced by rejecting events with a
track segment in the muon chambers, hadron calorimeter strips or central detector in the very
forward region within 1 rad in  around the missing transverse momentum direction. This
eliminated background events with an escaping muon in the forward direction. The visible
mass was required to be greater than 3 GeV to eliminate e
+
e
 

+

 
events in which one of the
taus decayed into a very low momentum lepton. Further reduction of the two-photon back-
ground with escaping particles was obtained by requiring the event to be electrically neutral.
In addition, the low multiplicity environment allowed a harder cut to be applied on the SW
energy than was used in the preselection cuts. To reduce the residual two-photon background,
events were rejected if one of the jets had j cos j > 0:75. The counts of events remaining after
the category (C) two-photon cuts are show on the third row of Table 3.
The `
+
`
 
() background was removed by requiring that the acoplanarity angle between the
jets be greater than 30

. The event counts remaining after this `
+
`
 
() cut are shown in the
fourth row of Table 3.
To reduce the W
+
W
 
background, events were rejected if one of the jets had an energy
greater than 12 GeV. The event counts remaining after this four-fermion cut are shown in the
fth row of Table 3.
The distributions of the visible mass for background and simulated signals after all cuts
excluding the visible mass cut are shown in Fig. 1(f). For events falling into category (C) the
detection eciency for ~
+
1
~
 
1
events with M
+
between 5 GeV and 10 GeV is 11{24% and
10
for ~
0
2
~
0
1
events with M
0
between 5 GeV and 10 GeV it is 5{22%. The detection eciency
for ~
+
1
~
 
1
(~
0
2
~
0
1
) events becomes negligible if M
+
(M
0
) is greater than 20 GeV due to the
jet energy cut. The total number of background events expected in category (C) is 0.20. One
candidate event was observed in category (C). It has two reconstructed charged tracks, a P
t
of
6.0 GeV, an acoplanarity angle of 149

and its visible energy is 9.4 GeV. It is consistent with
being an e
+
e
 

+

 
background event.
cut data net bkg. qq() `
+
`
 
() `' 4-f ~
+
1
~
 
1
(%) ~
0
2
~
0
1
(%)
Category (C) { { { { { { 37.6 49.8
Preselection 17034 13410 0.71 2809 10580 19.94 31.8 43.5
`' 10 6.20 0.00 3.93 0.15 2.12 4.2 10.6
`
+
`
 
() 5 2.53 0.00 0.70 0.15 1.69 4.2 10.6
4-fermion 1 0.20 0.00 0.01 0.15 0.04 4.0 10.6
Table 3: The remaining numbers of events in category (C) after each cut for various back-
ground processes normalised to 10:0 pb
 1
and for data. For two typical signals,
the fraction of events identied in category (C) after each cut relative to the total
number of events for all categories combined is given. The chargino signal corre-
sponds to m
~
+
1
= 65 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 60 GeV. The neutralino signal corresponds
to m
~
0
2
= 85 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 75 GeV. The disagreement between the data and net
background preselection counts is due to incomplete modelling of the two-photon
background at low P
t
.
4 Results
The total background expected for this search is the sum of the background contributions from
each category. The total background expected for 10:0 pb
 1
is 0.70 events. The net eciency
for each mass pair combination was obtained by taking the sum of the eciencies for each
category weighted by the fraction of signal events falling into the category. Typical overall
eciencies for ~
+
1
~
 
1
and ~
0
1
~
0
2
events are given in Table 4.
m
~

1
= 80 GeV;m
~
0
1
(GeV)= 75 70 60 40 10
detection eciency (%) 12 48 56 48 20
m
~
0
2
= 100 GeV;m
~
0
1
(GeV)= 60 50 40 30 20
detection eciency (%) 32 34 28 20 14
Table 4: The rst two rows show the detection eciencies for some typical points in percent
for the three categories combined for ~
+
1
~
 
1
followed by the decay ~

1
! ~
0
1
W

. The
dependence on m
~
+
1
is small. The last two rows show the detection eciencies for
some typical points in percent for the three categories combined for ~
0
1
~
0
2
followed
by the decay ~
0
2
! ~
0
1
Z

.
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4.1 Systematic Errors
The systematic error in the number of expected signal events was due to the following sources:
the measurement of the integrated luminosity (0.6%), Monte Carlo statistics in the various
signal samples and the interpolation errors of the eciencies at an arbitrary point of m
~
+
1
(m
~
0
2
) and m
~
0
1
(2{10%), modelling of the cut variables in the Monte Carlo simulations (2{4%),
errors due to fragmentation uncertainties in hadronic decays (< 2%) and eects of detector
calibration (< 1%). These systematic errors were considered to be independent and were
added in quadrature.
The systematic errors in the expected number of background events used to obtain the
limits were due to Monte Carlo statistics in the simulated background events, uncertainties in
the amount of two-photon background estimated by tting the P
t
distributions of simulated
two-photon events and the data (30%) and uncertainties in the simulation of the four-fermion
processes which were estimated by comparing the EXCALIBUR and the grc4f [24] generators
(11%). A 100% systematic error was assumed for the number of background events expected
for the qq() and `
+
`
 
() states. Therefore, the total expected number of background events
is estimated to be 0:70  0:19 (0:05  0:05 from qq(), 0:02  0:02 from `
+
`
 
(), 0:36  0:18
from two photon processes and 0:26  0:03 from four-fermion nal states).
4.2 Limits
The 95% condence level (C.L.) upper limits on the production cross-sections for ~
+
1
~
 
1
and
~
0
1
~
0
2
were rst obtained assuming specic decay modes of ~

1
! ~
0
1
W

and ~
0
2
! ~
0
1
Z

. From
the observation of two events in a Poisson process with a predicted background of 0:70  0:19
events, and the signal detection eciencies and their uncertainties, exclusion regions were
determined using the procedure outlined in [25]. As suggested in [25] a numerical convolution
was used to include the background uncertainty. These limits do not depend on the details of
the SUSY models, but some production angular distributions had to be assumed to estimate
detection eciencies. It was checked that the limits excluding a given combination of gaugino
masses are valid for all sets of MSSM parameters resulting in the mass combination.
Contours of the upper limits for the ~
+
1
~
 
1
cross-sections are shown in Fig. 3(a) assuming
~
+
1
! ~
0
1
W

with 100% branching fraction. Similarly, the contours of the upper limit for the
~
0
2
~
0
1
cross-sections are shown assuming 100% branching fraction for ~
0
2
! ~
0
1
Z

(Fig. 3(b)).
The Standard Model branching fractions were used for the W
+
and Z

decays, including the
invisible decay mode Z

!  and taking account of phase-space eects for decays into heavy
particles. The previous limits obtained at 130 and 136 GeV [2] are combined with the limits
at 161 GeV as shown in the gures, assuming that the cross-sections are proportional to
~
=s,
where
~
 is the momentum of the nal state ~
+
1
or ~
0
2
in the centre-of-mass system.
If the cross-section for ~
+
1
~
 
1
is larger than 3.5 pb and M
+
is larger than 6 GeV, we can
exclude the ~
+
1
mass up to the kinematical limit at the 95% C.L. for ~
+
1
decay via W

. We
can also exclude the ~
0
2
mass up to the kinematical boundary of (m
~
0
2
+m
~
0
1
) <
p
s at the 95%
C.L. for 8  M
0
 90 GeV, if the cross-section for ~
0
1
~
0
2
is larger than 8 pb.
The results of the above searches can be interpreted within the framework of the MSSM
where the gaugino sector of the theory is dominantly determined by three parameters: the
SU(2) gaugino mass parameter (M
2
), mixing parameter of the two Higgs eld doublets () and
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the ratio of the vacuum expectation values associated with the two neutral scalar Higgs elds
(tan ). The sfermion spectrum is further constrained by assuming soft symmetry breaking
at the Grand Unication (GUT) scale with a common mass scale m
0
(dened at the GUT
scale) [26]. A light m
0
results in low values of the masses of the ~ and
~
`, thereby enhancing
t-channel exchange diagrams that may have destructive interference with s-channel diagrams,
reducing the cross-section for chargino production. Small values of m
0
also tend to enhance the
leptonic branching ratio of charginos. On the other hand, xing m
0
to high values decouples
the ~ from the theory, thereby enhancing the chargino production rate. We present results for
two cases: m
0
= 1 TeV and the smallest m
0
consistent with light
~
` and ~ not yet excluded,
namely m
~
`
> 45:0 GeV, m
~
> 41:8 GeV, and m
h
0
> 45 GeV [27].
Production cross-sections and branching fractions are calculated according to the MSSM
model, and the total number of ~
+
1
~
 
1
, ~
0
1
~
0
2
and ~
0
1
~
0
3
events expected to be observed was
found using the determined eciencies. The eciency for detecting ~
0
1
~
0
3
events, even for
decays through SUSY Higgs bosons, was found to be greater than for ~
0
1
~
0
2
events, but we
conservatively use the eciency functions for ~
0
1
~
0
2
. The decay involving ~
0
2;3
!
~
`` when
m
~
0
2;3
> m
~
`
and the decay ~
0
2;3
! ~
0
1
 are assumed to be undetectable in this analysis.
Figures 4(a) for tan = 1:5 and 4(b) for tan  = 35 show the resulting exclusion regions in
the M
2
- plane. The region of M
2
- excluded is close to the kinematical boundary for chargino
production if m
0
is 1 TeV, and is improved signicantly with respect to the LEP1.5 result [2] for
the light-m
0
scenario. In the m
~
0
1
-m
~

1
plane, Fig. 5 shows the corresponding 95% C.L. exclusion
regions for tan=1.5 in (a) and tan=35 in (b) for the following scanned regions of the MSSM
parameters: 0 M
2
 1500 GeV, jj  500 GeV, A (the trilinear coupling) = M
2
; m
0
and
0, and m
A
0
= 25; 100 and 500 GeV. The typical scan step was 0.1 GeV. The scanned ranges
of parameters were checked to be large enough so that the exclusion regions presented change
negligibly for larger or dierent ranges. The analogous exclusion region in the m
~
0
1
-m
~
0
2
plane
is shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d). Not as much of the accessible region of mass space for neutralino
production is excluded because of the smaller predicted cross-sections for neutralinos. The
portion of the excluded region extending beyond the kinematic limit m
~
0
1
+ m
~
0
2
< 161 GeV
is due to the exclusion of chargino production for relevant MSSM parameters. The dierence
in the detection eciencies due to variations in the angular distributions resulting from using
dierent MSSM parameters corresponding to the same mass combination was included in the
uncertainty on the eciencies when calculating the 95% C.L. limits. The lower limits of the
chargino and neutralino masses are listed in Table 5. The limits on the ~
0
3
mass are obtained
mainly from excluded regions in the MSSM parameter space resulting from the direct search
for lighter neutralinos and ~

1
.
5 Summary and Conclusion
A data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 10:0 pb
 1
at
p
s =161 GeV collected
with the OPAL detector has been analysed to search for pair production of charginos and
neutralinos predicted by supersymmetric theories. Two events survived the cuts. The expected
number of background events is 0:70 0:19. Using these results the exclusion limits on ~

1
and
~
0
2;3
production are signicantly improved with respect to the results obtained at
p
s =130 GeV
and 136 GeV.
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Mass tan  = 1:5 tan = 35
Min. m
0
m
0
= 1 TeV Min. m
0
m
0
= 1 TeV
m
~

1
(GeV) > 62:0 > 78:5 > 66:5 > 78:8
m
~
0
1
(GeV) > 12:0 > 30:3 > 35:8 > 41:3
m
~
0
2
(GeV) > 45:3 > 51:9 > 67:2 > 80:0
m
~
0
3
(GeV) > 86:3 > 94:3 > 112:5 > 112:5
Table 5: The lower limits at 95% C.L. obtained on the chargino mass m
~
+
1
, and the masses
of the three lightest neutralinos. These limits are given for M
+
 10 GeV and
M
0
 10 GeV and two cases are considered: m
0
= 1 TeV and the smallest m
0
possible that complies with the LEP1
~
`, ~ and h
0
limits.
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Figure 1: Distributions of some essential observables used to select chargino and neutralino
events. The data are shown with error bars, and the predictions from the background
processes are shown as histograms: dilepton events (double hatched area), two-photon
processes (area with negative slope hatching), four-fermion processes including W-pair
events (positive slope hatching area), and multihadronic events (open area). The distri-
butions are as described in the text. In gure (b) the dashed line shows the prediction for
a chargino signal with m
~
+
1
= 75 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 55 GeV. In gure (d) the dashed line
shows the prediction for a chargino signal with m
~
+
1
= 80 GeV and m
~
0
1
= 40 GeV. In
gure (f) the dashed line shows the prediction for a chargino signal with m
~
+
1
= 65 GeV
and m
~
0
1
= 60 GeV. Where appropriate the arrows show where the analysis cuts were
applied. The normalizations of the signal histograms are arbitrary.
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Figure 2: The event remaining in the data after application of all selection criteria in
category (A). The dark lines represent tted charged tracks in the tracking chambers.
The light grey boxes indicate the relative amount of energy deposited in EM calorimeter
clusters. The dark grey boxes indicate the relative amount of energy deposited in hadron
calorimeter clusters. The large picture shows a view of the event transverse to the beam
pipe. The pictures on the right show sideviews of the event.
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Figure 3: The contour plots of the 95% C.L. upper-limits on the production cross-sections
at
p
s = 161 GeV for (a) e
+
e
 
! ~
+
1
~
 
1
, and (b) e
+
e
 
! ~
0
1
~
0
2
. The ~
+
1
is assumed
to decay into ~
0
1
W
+
with 100% branching fraction, and the ~
0
2
is assumed to decay into
~
0
1
Z

with 100% branching fraction. These limits have been obtained by combining the
results of the present analysis and those at 130{136 GeV [2].
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Figure 4: The exclusion contours in the M
2
- plane for (a) tan  = 1:5 and (b) tan  = 35.
The light shaded areas show the case of minimum m
0
, and the dark shaded areas show the
additional excluded region for m
0
= 1 TeV. The minimum m
0
is dened to be the smallest
m
0
possible to comply with the limits on
~
`, ~ and h
0
at LEP1. The region excluded by
the analysis of LEP1 and LEP1.5 data is also shown for the minimum m
0
case. The
kinematical boundary at
p
s = 161 GeV for ~
+
1
~
 
1
production is shown by dashed lines.
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Figure 5: The 95% C.L. excluded region in the m
~
0
1
-m
~
+
1
plane within the framework of the
MSSM for the case of minimum m
0
(positive slope hatching area) and m
0
= 1 TeV (extending to
dark shaded region) for (a) tan  = 1:5 and (b) tan = 35. The region excluded by the analysis
of LEP1 and LEP1.5 data is also shown for the minimum m
0
case (negative slope hatching area).
The thick solid lines represent the theoretical bounds of the MSSM parameter space as given
in the text. The kinematical boundaries for production and decay at
p
s = 161 GeV are shown
by dashed lines. Similar plots for neutralino masses are shown in (c) for tan  = 1:5 and (d)
for tan = 35.
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